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“Man cannot discover new oceans
unless he has the courage to lose sight of the shore”
&

Great
Expectations

KISS

Have you ever wondered
where the negative journalists
and media geeks came from?
And perhaps more curiously,
where they go at the end of the day
after they spew their doomsday
venom. I suppose the newspapers, tv
and radio stations have determined that
their audiences prefer the glass is half empty
version of life. Not so here at Woods & Associates, where we choose
to spread only good news.
We concede that our markets have taken a hit in the past year or so, but things
are most definitely on the mend. The log jam of yacht brokerage product,
along with real estate actually began to loosen up towards the end of summer,
slightly ahead of schedule that the positive thinking experts predicted. There
have been significant sales of higher end homes in Ft. Lauderdale’s Harbor
Beach, Las Olas and Rio Vista neighborhoods. The mid range properties are
almost sure to follow right away. An interesting statistic is that the average
home purchased five years ago in Broward County has appreciated in excess of
40%—not a bad investment. We would be happy to share specifics provided
by our local MLS—you will be pleasantly surprised. On the boat sales front, it’s
pretty much more of the same. Things are not nearly as poor as the prevailing
nay sayers would have you believe. There have been a considerable number
of sizeable vessels closed in the past couple months that were actually
somewhat of a shock if you listened to the typical prophets of doom. The
entry level to mid range boats are still in the early stages of recovery but they
should also soon benefit from the improved market conditions.
The dates for this years Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show are
Thursday, October 25th through Monday October 29th. This is a most exciting
and significant event that is considered to be the kick off of the brokerage
season and is truly a transactional endeavor. We will have an impressive and
well diversified fleet of 12 vessels on display at the Pier 66 venue. Our real
estate ladies will be hosting open houses at several select listings right around
the corner. Please take your time and review the flyer that is attached to the
newsletter and see which specific listings will be available for your inspection
during the show. Be sure to contact us if you need tickets or hotel reservations,
but don’t wait too long because the energy is mounting and you don’t want to
miss the boat. We look forward to seeing you all soon.
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No, this is not a reference to our favorite country
western radio station and we’re not about to
pucker up. Following the announcement of the
newly launched Woods & Associates Realty in our
last newsletter, the “powers to be” made a
command decision. Let’s KEEP IT SIMPLE STUPID
and combine the names of our two entities to
WOODS & ASSOCIATES YACHT BROKERAGE AND
REALTY. What a concept!! Under our new banner,
we can better identify the fundamental services
the company is engaged in, beginning with the
name itself. It really makes way too much sense.
Now, can you say WOODS & ASSOCIATES YACHT
BROKERAGE AND REALTY?

The synergies shared between the yacht and real
estate brokerage professions are so natural, it is
surprising that we are the only business offering
both services under the same roof here in Fort
Lauderdale. Can you imagine a better place for
this type operation? There is an ever growing
number of individuals from all over the world who
are avid boaters and own secondary homes in
south Florida as well. Also, take into account the
local boaters and home owners who can benefit
from our diversified position in both markets. For
the clients interested in pursuing the trade or
exchange approach—a boat/home swap or vise
versa—we have cross marketing opportunities in
place that will help accomplish the task.
It is our firm belief that property and boat owners
alike will appreciate the luxury of dealing with the
same firm for their brokerage needs. Our small
group of specialists are dedicated to either the
property or marine side of the equation and
collectively have an acute awareness of both
markets. We are going to make every effort to
earn your trust in both the yacht and real estate
arena so that you feel comfortable putting all your
eggs in the same basket. We know exactly what it
takes to help you arrive at that comfort zone and
how to keep you there. K I S S—KNOWLEDGE—
INTEGRITY—STRATEGY—SUCCESS.

Admiral’s Boys & Girl’s Club Marine Academy
The boating population is booming across
the nation as more individuals are
exercising their aquatic genes. As the
vessels become larger and more
sophisticated, there is an increasing
demand for technical suppor t and
services. Unfortunately, there is a shortage
of trained & skilled professionals across the
board—from entry level mechanics to
ocean going captains. There is a perfect fit
and opportunity for teenagers who will be
entering the job market within the next
several years to consider a career in the
marine industry.
The Boy’s & Girls Club of South Florida
opened a new facility last January named
the Admirals Club Marine Academy.
Through the vision of Rick & Rita Case and

the board of directors at the Boys & Girls
Club, along with the generosity of many,
including Doug and Linda Von Allmen, the
unit is up and running. The Admirals Club
is a first of its kind, an athletic, recreational
and state of the art marine industries
training center for youths ages 13-20.
Members are able to par ticipate in
character building activities and
leadership programs along with
exploration of career and vocational
opportunities. They have access to a full
gymnasium, game room, computer/
education lab and workshops for engine
technology, electronics, yacht interior
design, woodworking/cabinetry and
culinary arts and hospitality. The future
curriculum includes captain and specific
crew training and education. All programs

are designed to prepare participants with
the skills and knowledge to successfully
transition towards continued training,
college or directly into the workforce.
I know you will join us in applauding and
supporting the Boys & Girls Clubs of
Broward County for this innovative move
in opening the Admirals Marine Academy.
I know you would enjoy a visit of the
facility to fully appreciate the potential of
their effor ts. The location is most
convenient, on campus at Nova University,
just west of Ft. Lauderdale. You are
encouraged to please call Charles Barr,
Program Director at 954-335-0890 and he
can assist with any questions you may
have about the operation.

Welcome Aboard
Tom Roberts has recently joined the yacht
brokerage sales team at Woods & Associates.
Tom became a valued customer and good friend
about 10 years back when he purchased a 67
Hatteras. He and his lovely wife Ann currently
own a 91’ Broward,” R&R Ranch” and live aboard
seasonally at Admirals Cove in Jupiter Florida.
They spend the rest of the time in Knox Ville,
Tennessee where a 50’ Sea Ray serves as the
vessel of choice.
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Tom retired from the marketing business several
years ago, having sold his firm, Roberts & Russell.
They were heavily involved in T V/R adio
broadcasting throughout the nation. He was
itching to get back in the game and brings a
great attitude & wealth of knowledge to the
table. Tom has walked the walk as an owner
operator for many years and will be a great
individual you can rely on to steer you in the
right direction. Come get acquainted during the
Lauderdale Show.

about the “50” line on your GPS. The concept
is to find bottom structure such as
underwater mountain ranges, canyons &
humps and this is where you will find them
locally in about 1100—1500 feet of water.
The approach of fishing particular surface
water temperatures isn’t much of a factor
because the baits will be well below these
ranges.
You will set up a northern drift running
between 2-3/12 knots, as you’re right in the
middle of the Gulf Stream. The larger sport
fisherman often times have to maintain a
motor drift and continually bump in and out
of gear to keep the lines positioned properly.
If you don’t get hooked up within about an
hour and a half you will most likely want to
pick up and move back south and set up
again so you don’t end up in Georgia.

Swordfish
“Xiphius Gladius”

Never mind about all the spectacular
boats and homes in Fort Lauderdale,
the quality of life or the weather and
great restaurants. It’s really all about
the Swordfish!! There is virtually no
other place in the world where you
will have the opportunity to catch one
of these creatures without going
through a major production. I’m not
however, suggesting that it’s so simple
a Cave Man could do it, so here some
helpful hints from some Sword Fishing
gurus with many bills to their credit.

Heavy tackle makes the most sense with the
reel size either 50’s or 80’s using 20 foot
leaders with recommended 200 lb. test. Best
to limit number or rods to 4, things can get a
bit crazy and any more can sometimes be a
liability. Let out the first line down about 100 feet, with a light stick
or LP light just above the leader swivel. The lights illuminate the
bait to better help the Swordfish detect its presence. A lead should
be placed about 75 feet above the bait—not too close or the fish
may feel the tension and not eat. Tie a balloon to the line, on the
surface, with another light taped to the outside and send the rig
well out away from the boat. Now repeat the process with the next
bait down 200 feet and then the 3rd down 300 feet. The final rig
can be just below the boat more towards the surface. All set ups
must be positioned far enough apart to prevent them from
becoming tangled with one another—this is a bad thing!! Also, best
to have one final outfit ready and standing by with a pitch bait in
the event a Swordy happens to swim by the boat—this is a good
thing!!

As great as the fishery is here in
Lauderdale, I’m afraid you can’t catch
them in the surf from the beach. So
you’re going to need a boat, and if you’re without, well— we can
definitely solve that problem—you have our number. The fact is, a
sturdy center console with a pair of outboards is often the vessel of
choice, but I wouldn’t pass up a trip aboard your neighbors 68’
Hatteras if you get an invite.

Rods will be strategically placed in rod holders depending on the
wind and current. Keep the clickers on and drag about medium,
enough for the fish to take line without getting spooked. As soon as
you get picked up advance your drag to strike and wind like hell.
Once the line comes tight you may want to give it a pump or two—
angler preference. Depending on the size, you may be on the fish
for quite a while so be aware, this is not for the faint of heart. If your
catch is a minimum of 47” from the tip of the lower jaw to the fork of
the tail, you have a keeper. The season is year round and 1 per
person with a boat limit of 4 per day. As in all recreational fishing,
conservation is key if we want our Grand Kids to enjoy the same
experiences.

Swordfish are predominately nocturnal feeders, especially at upper
water depths so you want to be in place and baited up by dusk. The
bait of choice is squid—90% of the Swordfish you catch will have a
belly full. Most anglers will try and catch live Tinker Mackerel or Blue
Runners to bridle up and send out with the rigged squid. Head out
of Port Everglades or Hillsboro and travel approximately 15 miles to

These are the basics, but you can imagine that the real pros have
some fairly sophisticated techniques and tricks of the trade. It
would probably make good sense to hire one of the local legends
such as Josh Brown from LMR tackle on 17th street (954) 525-2592.
Tight lines and if you have any extra steaks, once again, you have
our number.

Catchin’ cousins, Sean & Ryan Woods,
140 lbs Swordfish, August 2007.
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An Untangled Web We Wove
Blackberry phones, wireless lap top computers, digital cameras, e-mail addresses, web
sites—how did we ever manage before we went hi- tech?? We have recently launched our
new web site—www.woodsyachtsandrealty.com and invite you to log on and have a
peek. It’s actually a great tool of the trade and something we are proud of—user friendly
and informative. The music ain’t bad either.
Consistent with our unique company position of offering both yacht and real estate
brokerage services under the same banner, our web site has a boat/realty trade section.
Be sure to browse there and scope out the possibilities. You also won’t want to miss
checking out Pete’s Picks which will include only the very hottest listings on the market,
with weekly up-dates. We would appreciate your comments and any in-put you can
contribute to improve the site.

Future Super Stars
It’s hot off the wire and official—the M&M Boys Max &
Matty Woods have made it to the Bigs right on
schedule. They will be joining the Major League team
late October to suit up for the Lauderdale Show. Go
to our web site—www.woodsyachtsandrealty.com
and click on About Us to learn more about these two
studs. Better yet, stop by Pier 66 during the show and
check out their skills.
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